Background Clubfoot is one of the most common pediatric orthopaedic disorders. While the Ponseti method has revolutionized clubfoot treatment, it is not effective for all patients. When the Ponseti method does not correct the foot, patients are at risk for lifelong disability and may require more-extensive surgery. Questions/Purposes (1) What genetic and morphologic abnormalities contribute to the development of clubfoot? (2) How can this information be used to devise personalized treatment paradigms for patients with clubfoot? Methods Human gene sequencing, molecular genetic engineering of mouse models of clubfoot, MRI of clubfoot, and development of new treatment methods all have been used by our group to understand the biological basis and improve therapy for this group of disorders.
Introduction
Clubfoot is one of the most common pediatric orthopaedic disorders. While the Ponseti method has revolutionized clubfoot treatment and typically results in excellent correction and long-term results, it is not effective for all patients. Clubfeet that are recalcitrant to treatment with the Ponseti method often ultimately undergo more-extensive surgery, exposing them to increased risk of complications. Some of these patients experience lifelong disability. To improve the lives of all children with clubfoot, we believe it is critical not only to understand the genetic and morphologic abnormalities contributing to foot development, but also to use this information to devise personalized treatment paradigms. Our work leverages scientific advances of the past decades, including human gene sequencing, molecular genetic engineering of mouse models, MRI, and novel treatment technologies. New insight into clubfoot pathogenesis arose from our identification of mutations in the PITX1-TBX4-HOXC transcriptional pathway in several families with clubfoot and vertical talus, although these genetic abnormalities overall are rare. MRI studies subsequently showed that hypomorphic muscle, bone, and vasculature, are not only associated with these developmental gene mutations, but also are biomarkers for treatment-resistant clubfoot. Based on an understanding of the underlying biology, we modified brace design to improve patient tolerance, developed a new treatment for congenital vertical talus, and are improving treatment methods for neglected and syndromic clubfoot. Knowledge of the genetic and biological factors responsible for treatment-resistant clubfoot will finally allow clinicians to develop more successful personalized therapies.
Background
Isolated clubfoot, also called talipes equinovarus, is a common, but serious congenital birth defect with an estimated birth prevalence of one per 1000 live births [74] . Recognizable at birth, the rigidness of a clubfoot makes it distinguishable from positional foot anomalies. Clubfoot is not passively correctable; left untreated, as commonly occurs in many parts of the world, clubfoot can result in infections, foot and leg deformities, pain that greatly limits mobility, and social stigma and economic hardship.
Historically, clubfoot treatment has been based on different methods of manipulating and immobilizing the foot, while others focused on more-invasive surgical options. Unfortunately, none produced predictable or satisfying results. Many of the manipulative methods resulted in patients still needing extensive soft tissue release surgery. Dr. Ignacio Ponseti noted the pain and stiffness in surgically treated feet as they matured, prompting him to study the anatomy of the clubfoot and develop a gentle manipulative technique that produced excellent correction without the scarring and stiffness seen with surgery. The Ponseti method of clubfoot treatment [59] , first described in 1963 [60] , consists of weekly manipulation and serial casting starting ideally within the first month of life, culminating with a percutaneous tenoachilles tenotomy performed in the office, followed by a final cast and prolonged use of a foot abduction brace for at least 4 years. During the ensuing 40 years, his method gradually replaced the once commonplace extensive soft tissue surgery for treatment and transformed a stiff clubfoot (Fig. 1A) into an anterograde flexible foot (Fig. 1B) .
Although feet treated with the Ponseti method had excellent short-term correction and long-term pain-free and functional feet [45] , we were the first to formally demonstrate their superior long-term outcome compared with feet treated with extensive soft tissue release surgery [19] . Despite superior outcomes, not all patients respond well [22] to the Ponseti method, prompting us to pursue a basicscience approach to understanding the pathogenesis of this heterogeneous disorder.
Researchers have proposed many theories regarding the pathogenesis of clubfoot, including intrauterine immobility, neurologic, vascular, and connective tissue fibrosis [54] . Some reports described histologic and structural abnormalities in clubfoot, including malposition of the tarsal bones, calf muscle atrophy, short foot length, and vascular abnormalities such as absent posterior tibial artery, malposition of tendinous attachments, increased prevalence of flexor digitorum longus muscle, and hypertrophy and contracture of joint capsules and ligaments Personalized Medicine for Clubfoot 1717 [23, 30, 42] . Based on marked thickening and shortening of tendons and ligaments in the clubfeet of fetuses aborted at 16 to 20 weeks gestation, Ippolito and Ponseti proposed ''retracting fibrosis'' as the primary etiologic factor in clubfoot [41] . However, uncertainty existed regarding whether many of the observed abnormalities are primary or secondary in nature. Genetic studies represent an effective method of determining whether clubfoot is a primary abnormality of muscle, tendon, nerve, or alternatively, a developmental abnormality affecting multiple tissues. Nearly 80% of all clubfeet occur as an isolated birth defect, while others are associated with chromosomal or genetic abnormalities, or neurologic disorder, such as arthrogyryposis, myelomeningocele, or myotonic dystrophy [37] . Family history is positive for clubfoot in approximately 25% of all patients with idiopathic clubfoot [37] . A genetic basis of clubfoot also is supported by a higher concordance rate in identical compared with fraternal twins (33% vs 3%) [73] . However, when we started our genetic studies of clubfoot, few, if any, genes responsible for isolated clubfoot had been reported. Therefore, we sought to determine whether specific genetic factors could be identified that influenced not only the risk for clubfoot but also the morphologic features of the lower leg and their subsequent response to treatment.
Summary of Research Program
Genetic Studies of Clubfoot
PITX1 Mutations and Deletions in Clubfoot
Our genetic studies capitalize on the rapid advances in sequencing technology that have made low-cost interrogation of the human genome a reality. We identified a large five-generation family with a spectrum of lower-limb birth defects including isolated clubfoot and used positional cloning methods to discover a single missense mutation in the paired-homeodomain gene PITX1 [36] . While clubfoot was the most-common abnormality, some family members had hip dysplasia, flat foot, tibial hemimelia, or preaxial polydactyly. PITX1 is a transcription factor involved in early limb development, and is one of a handful of genes expressed preferentially in the lower limb, making it critical to leg development [48] . Interestingly, alterations of PITX1 expression are more likely to result in right-sided limb defects, suggesting that the related homeobox gene, PITX2, whose expression is known to be asymmetric in the lower limb [50] , may compensate. As a major gene responsible for lower-limb development, alterations of PITX1 also are involved in several important evolutionary adaptations in vertebrates, including the loss of pelvic structures that arose as manatee returned to the water [64] .
Later, we identified a genomic deletion of PITX1 in one small family during a systematic evaluation of copy number variants (small microdeletions or microduplications, also called CNVs) in 413 patients with clubfoot [4] . Interestingly, larger deletions including PITX1 and surrounding regions result in mirror-image polydactyly [43] , and rearrangements of nearby regions result in Liebenberg syndrome, an autosomal dominant upper-limb malformation in which the arm acquires morphologic characteristics of a leg (homeotic-transformation) [68] .
Although mouse models of clubfoot have not been reported previously despite the proliferation of knockout mice, we identified a clubfoot-like phenotype in mice missing a single copy of PITX1 [4] , again suggesting a highly conserved role for this gene in lower limb development. Interestingly, not all of the PITX1 À/+ mice developed clubfoot, and some had only unilateral clubfoot, suggesting that other nongenetic effects or stochastic effects may influence the occurrence of the malformation. Micro-MRI methods were developed in collaboration with radiologists to specifically image the small clubfoot mouse limbs. Clubfoot was often unilateral in the PITX1 À/+ mice ( Fig. 2A) , and MRI evaluations of unilateral cases revealed hypoplastic peroneal arteries in the affected clubfoot limb (Fig. 2B) , and hypoplasia of the peroneus muscles in the clubfoot limb (Fig. 2C) . Our human studies on a patient with PITX1 deletion, described below in the section on morphologic abnormalities, mirrored these findings.
PITX1 mutations are associated with a high rate of additional musculoskeletal comorbidities, including hip dysplasia and tibial hemimelia. However, mutations in PITX1 have been found in only a handful of patients and are a relatively rare cause of isolated clubfoot.
Chromosome 17q23 Duplications Containing TBX4
Our genomic analysis of patients with clubfoot also revealed recurrent CNVs of chromosome 17q23. This region contains the T-box transcription factor TBX4 [3] , which is an important factor in lower limb development and a downstream transcriptional target of the homeodomain gene PITX1 [48, 52] . Chromosome 17q23 CNVs were present in more than 5% of all familial patients with clubfoot, making this the most common cause of isolated clubfoot identified to date [2] . Missense mutations in TBX4, a T-box transcription factor important in lower limb development, were previously associated with small patella syndrome [10] . While most patients that we and others identified with chromosome 17q23 microduplications have isolated clubfoot [49] , at least one patient had multiple congenital anomalies (congenital heart defects, microcephaly, facial dysmorphism, hearing loss) suggesting a possible greater risk for additional birth defects [58] . Chromosome 17q23 CNVs, which can be identified clinically with routine chromosomal microarray studies, are important to identify because they also often are associated with treatment-resistant clubfoot and hip dysplasia, as well as the approximately 50% recurrence risk resulting from autosomal dominant inheritance.
HOXC Deletions
PITX1, TBX4, and some HOXC genes are members of a very small group of genes that are preferentially expressed in the hindlimb of mice where they are essential for early hindlimb growth and specification [35, 47, 51, 57, 65, 70] (Fig. 3) . In fact, there are very few other genes that are uniquely expressed in the hindlimb compared with the forelimb, therefore, it is logical that these genes are responsible for clubfoot. In our CNV screen, we also identified a HOXC13 deletion that segregated with clubfoot in a three-generation family [3] . Deletions of part of the HOXC gene cluster were later identified by our group in two of five families with autosomal dominant isolated congenital vertical talus, suggesting that this is a common cause of familial vertical talus [5] . Interestingly, HOXD10 mutations were previously identified in two families with vertical talus [18, 66] , strongly supporting a role for homeobox gene mutations in the etiology of isolated vertical talus.
Genome-wide Association Study of Common Variants Associated With Clubfoot
We tested the common disease/common variant hypothesis of disease etiology by performing a genome-wide association study of isolated clubfoot in nearly 400 patients with clubfoot followed by confirmation with an independent cohort [76] . The strongest evidence for an association of clubfoot was found with a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) near the transcriptional regulators NCOR2 and ZNF664. Additional clubfoot-associated SNPs were near the FOXN3, SORCS1, and MMP7/TMEM123 genes. These data suggest a role for common genetic variation near several transcriptional regulators that have not previously been implicated in clubfoot pathogenesis, although it is not yet clear how these variants influence limb development. 
However, these genetic abnormalities account for only a small amount of the heritability of clubfoot, and suggest a more important role for rare variants, such as those identified in the PITX1-TBX4-HOXC pathway. Because mutations in the PITX1-TBX4-HOXC pathway are infrequent in patients with clubfoot, other genetic mechanisms remain to be discovered.
Morphologic Abnormalities Associated With Clubfoot
Few MRI studies of clubfoot limbs were published before we began to analyze the clubfoot-like feet of our PITX1 haploinsufficient mice. Previous studies in humans include three small MRI series that showed quantitative reduction in total muscle volume of unilateral clubfoot limbs [24, 40, 53] , that was confirmed in a larger study of 20 patients [55] . Ippolito and colleagues [40] described muscular atrophy that was present in newborns before treatment and increased with age. However, it was not known whether morphologic abnormalities were indicative of specific genetic abnormalities, or whether they could be used as biomarkers of clubfoot treatment resistance.
Lateral Muscle and Vascular Anomalies in Patients With PITX1-TBX4-HOXC Mutations
Our imaging studies provided evidence that mutations in the PITX1-TBX4-HOXC pathway are associated with specific muscle hypoplasia. First, we identified lateral muscle hypoplasia in a patient with unilateral clubfoot with a PITX1 mutation and saw a remarkably similar abnormality in our PITX1 À/+ mice with clubfoot-like malformation [4] . Second, similar lateral muscle hypoplasia was seen in a patient with HOXC13 deletion [3] . Although replacement of the peroneal muscles with fat is the most striking MRI abnormality in these limbs, decreased muscle mass and increased perimysial fat also are present throughout suggesting a generalized process that is more severe in the lateral leg. Hypoplasia of lateral muscles manifests clinically as loss of foot-everter function, which is, in our experience, often associated with clubfoot treatment resistance. Others have found the drop toe sign to be a clinical indicator of poor response to traditional clubfoot treatment [28] , and we confirmed, in a small number of patients, that this clinical sign also is associated with more severe imaging abnormalities [55] . Vascular abnormalities historically have been evaluated using invasive angiography or intravenous contrast dyes that may cause adverse events [39, 44, 67] ; to mitigate this risk, we developed a noninvasive, noncontrast electrocardiography-gated MR angiography method to image the lower extremity vasculature [53] . Using these methods, we identified vascular anomalies in patients with clubfoot and vertical talus, suggesting a shared etiology. Vascular anomalies were identified in four of 10 patients with clubfoot treated nonsurgically [53] (Fig. 4A) , three of whom had treatment-resistant clubfoot and muscle hypoplasia on imaging (Fig. 4B) . Furthermore, one patient with treatment-resistant clubfoot and a vascular anomaly also had a PITX1 mutation [4] . The spectrum of corresponding muscular and vascular anomalies in patients with clubfoot and PITX1 mutations, and those seen in our PITX1 haploinsufficient clubfoot mice suggest that defects in the PITX1-TBX4-HOX transcriptional pathway give rise to a developmental field defect, in which altered early limb growth results in abnormalities of all derived tissues, including vasculature, muscle, and bone. Furthermore, our data suggest that some morphologic abnormalities, which may result from specific gene mutations, negatively affect clubfoot treatment by making it more difficult to correct or causing recurrence of deformity.
Morphologic Abnormalities Associated With Clubfoot Treatment Resistance
To more-comprehensively determine whether morphologic abnormalities of the leg are associated with treatment-resistant clubfoot, we performed MRI on 20 patients between 2 and 50 years old with clubfoot [55] . Morphologic abnormalities, consisting of either increased perimysial fat (Fig. 5A) , increased intramuscular fat (Fig. 5B) , or muscle aplasia/hypoplasia (Fig. 5C) , were common in patients with treatment-resistant clubfoot and rarely seen in patients whose clubfoot were easily treated. Intramuscular fat replacement also occurs in human myopathies and spinal cord lesions, some of which can be associated with early limb contractures [15] . The other two patterns, increased perimysial fat, and specific muscle group hypoplasia, have not been reported previously with clubfoot or any other disorder, although lateral muscle group hypoplasia in clubfoot associated with PITX1 mutations was described [4] . Specific muscle group hypoplasia correlates closely with focal neurologic abnormalities, such as the drop toe sign that is present in approximately 5% of patients with clubfoot [28] . Recognizing these deficits early is necessary so that specific treatments can be planned, including use of electrical stimulation to build up weak, but present, muscles, and avoiding surgical transfer of a tendon whose muscle is atrophic or absent. Future studies are needed to determine whether clinical examination is sufficiently sensitive to detect all clinically actionable abnormalities, and to determine any added benefit of MRI in clinical care.
Personalized Treatment Methods for Clubfoot and Vertical Talus
Although many patients treated with the Ponseti method have minimal pain or disability, more than 40% of all patients do not respond to initial treatment or have recurrent malformations develop resulting in additional casting, years of bracing, and/or extensive surgery [14, 22, 38, 71] . As a consequence, patients who underwent surgery often had lifelong foot pain and arthritis develop, and had lower quality-of-life scores than patients with congestive heart failure or end-stage kidney disease [11, 19] . Furthermore, many patients with syndromic clubfoot have traditionally been treated with surgery, often with poor outcomes. Development of alternative treatment strategies for treatment-resistant clubfoot therefore is a priority. We and others successfully extended the Ponseti method of treatment to treat clubfeet associated with arthrogryposis [9] , myelomeningocele [34] , and with other concomitant limb defects [63] . In addition, we used the Ponseti method to treat older patients with neglected clubfoot (Fig. 6A ) resulting in functional anterograde feet (Fig. 6B) , patients with complex clubfoot [61] , and patients who previously were treated with extensive surgery [7] but had severe relapse [31] . While these patients are more difficult to treat, often undergoing more casting to correct and having a higher risk of recurrence, their outcomes can be excellent and their treatment rewarding.
A firm understanding of principles of the Ponseti method led us to develop a casting technique to successfully correct isolated [20, 21] and syndromic congenital vertical talus (Fig. 7A) [1, 12, 69] into anterograde feet with excellent function (Fig. 7B) . A close relationship between clubfoot and vertical talus was noted because we had treated a handful of patients with clubfoot on one foot and vertical talus on the other, who had similar, but often opposite, vascular abnormalities on our imaging studies [44] . The Dobbs treatment method relies on a casting method in which some of the applied forces are opposite those used in the Ponseti method to treat clubfoot, and therefore this method may also be referred to as the reverse Ponseti method. The Dobbs treatment method for vertical talus has been reproduced successfully around the world [7, 8, 13, 25-27, 62, 72, 75] , with superior results in terms of function and mobility of the foot compared with vertical talus treated with more-extensive surgery [75] .
The inability to adequately treat clubfoot may be attributable to our incomplete knowledge of the underlying abnormality. We and others have shown that treatment outcome correlates with the etiology, as patients with syndromic clubfoot, including patients with meningomyelocele and arthrogryposis, have higher rates of relapse resulting in extensive surgery compared with those with isolated clubfoot [9, 34, 37] . A high rate of treatment resistance also has been reported in patients with clubfoot with chromosome 17q23 microduplications involving TBX4 [2] and PITX1 mutations [36] . However, the majority of patients with clubfoot do not have a specific genetic diagnosis.
Research from our group and others has shown that use of bracing as prescribed is one of the most important predictors of outcome [22, 56] . Noncompliance may be the result of poorly fitting braces or blistering that occur more commonly with complex clubfoot, but may be related to other factors, including irritability caused by the restrictiveness of the brace, or lack of knowledge about the importance of bracing. After listening to parents in clinic and chatting on internet blogs, we developed a dynamic, articulating clubfoot brace to improve brace comfort and tolerance (Fig. 8 ) [32] . Many other aspects of brace wear, including the ideal length and timing of bracing, now can be studied with temperature-monitoring devices that can be placed in the brace to quantitatively determine use of bracing.
To understand how to prevent clubfoot recurrence after initial correction, we are leading a randomized multicenter clinical trial to identify optimal length of foot abduction bracing, and to determine the additional clinical and genetic factors that negatively affect treatment outcome. Ponseti and Smoley [60] initially recommended only approximately 2 years of bracing, however, a subsequent study suggested that longer bracing may be more effective [56] . We initiated a prospective randomized trial in which patients with isolated clubfoot receive either 2 or 4 years of foot abduction bracing after successful correction with the Ponseti method. Clinical variables collected as part of the foot abduction brace study (FAB24) include foot length and circumference, calf circumference, and neurologic information such as the ability to dorsiflex and plantar flex the toes and fire the foot everters with stimulation. Our goal is to identify clinical characteristics that the pediatric orthopaedic surgeon can identify at presentation that will help predict response to treatment. Enrollment of 139 patients has been completed at eight participating centers across North America, and the study is expected to be completed in 2020 [17] .
The goal of the foot abduction brace study is to allow prescription of individualized treatment protocols to eliminate years of unnecessary bracing in some patients while identifying others who may benefit from earlier tendon transfer surgery or physical therapy intervention focused on everter strengthening. Because not all clubfeet respond to the same treatment, the development of a more-personalized approach is likely the next major advancement in the treatment of clubfoot.
Conclusion
The ultimate goal of our research is to develop novel treatment methods that are based on an understanding of the underlying biology. Knowledge of the genetic diagnosis and resultant anatomic abnormalities will allow us to develop personalized therapies that minimize the extent of surgery by addressing specific muscular, skeletal, vascular, or neuronal deficits. For example, electrical stimulation of muscle has been described in clubfoot [33] , and we are now using it to treat a group of patients with clubfoot and focal muscle hypoplasia. Future improvements in the use of botulinum toxin injections to weaken overactive antagonist muscles in clubfoot also may benefit from optimized muscle selection based on examination findings or imaging [6, 16] . Furthermore, tendon transfers that are commonly used to correct muscle imbalance in clubfoot [29, 46, 75, 76] would be predicted to fail if the transferred tendon derives from a hypoplastic muscle.
We have been privileged to have been inspired by such a great mentor, Dr. Ponseti, and we hope that our work will inspire scientists and clinicians to develop ever better methods for the treatment of these common pediatric orthopaedic disorders. 
